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A B S T R A C T 
This paper reports on design studies concerning a moderator concept which aims to maximize the time 
averaged flux. The idea is to provide neutron spectra showing two clear maxima, with peaks at (~1 A) 
and (~2.5 A) arising from leakage from both cryogenic and thermal moderators. Such a concept known as 
a bi-spectral moderator (Mezei, 2006 [1]) while proven on a reactor source has only been examined for 
the ESS 2003 proposal. Filges et al. (2003 [2]), which featured a different design than the current ESS. 
This paper thus reports on a baseline design for such a moderator concept and shows that it can provide 
substantial gains in count rates for those applications not requiring high resolution in time-of-flight. 
1. Introduction 
As it is nowadays well established, neutrons generated by 
spallation reactions show a broad distribution of energies, with a 
low energy, £„ < 20 MeV branch of cascade, evaporation and 
fission neutrons and a high-energy £„ > 20 MeV band of spallation 
neutrons with energies as high as that of the impinging particles 
driving these nuclear reactions. The usefulness of such fast 
neutron beams is however limited to issues pertaining radiation 
physics of materials and devices as well as some applications in 
fields of Nuclear and Hadron Physics. In contrast to the typical 
energies of neutron beams suited for studies within the Con-
densed Matter Sciences are typically within the range of 0.1 meV-
10 eV. This means that most neutrons have to be slowed down to 
usable energies within the epithermal, thermal or cold ranges by 
means of devices known as moderators, where neutron kinetic 
energies are brought down to values comparable to the thermal 
energy of particles comprising the moderator material. Efficient 
moderation thus involves repeated collisions with the moderator 
particles in which neutrons loose energy by transfer of energy and 
momenta to particles comprising the moderating media without 
being absorbed. The energy distribution of neutrons can be thus 
tailored by controlling the material out of which it is made as well 
as its size and temperature. It is worth recalling at this point that, 
practically any conceivable moderator will, because its finite 
thickness, contain an additional epithermal or slowing down 
component so that pulses leaking from the moderator surface 
comprise both a component of thermalized neutrons and an 
epithermal component. 
Besides energy distribution, pulsed neutron sources require the 
spread in time of the neutron pulses leaving from the moderator to 
be as short as reasonably achievable since in terms of the source 
performance, one has to bear in mind that the achievable resolu-
tion attainable at the sample position of a given neutron scattering 
instrument operating on the time-of-flight principle, basically 
depends upon the spread in wavelengths of the incoming beam 
as roughly 
R = MjX, (1) 
so that high-resolution applications would require pulses as 
narrow as possible, or alternatively, long secondary neutron 
flight-paths. To such an avail neutron absorbers or poisons have 
been deliberately added to the moderating media which yield the 
desired effect at the expense of a noticeable reduction in total flux. 
Beam intensity has always been an issue for neutron scattering 
applications and therefore the quest to maximize this quantity has 
witnessed significant efforts to improve the performance to the 
target-moderator-reflector (TMR) complex alongside with con-
comitant increases in the source term. In fact, research into 
thermal and cold neutron production generated by high-energy 
protons is now a mature field of research which was inaugurated 
back in 1965 by Fraser et al. [3] who carried out absolutely 
normalized neutron yield measurements, validated a few years 
later at ORNL [4] and then at the Triumf Thermal Neutron Facility 
[5]. Of equal fundamental importance to the early developments 
was the absolutely normalized moderator spectra and pulse 
shapes of Graham's measurements—there was no equivalent to 
MCNP in those days [6]. Also paramount to pulsed-source devel-
opments is the reflector-moderator concept demonstrated at 
Argonne in 1972, which considerably enhances slow neutron 
intensities in all or most accelerator-based slow neutron sources. 
[See J. M. Carpenter "High intensity pulsed thermal neutron 
source", US Patent # 3,778,627 (1973).]. Further work on mod-
erator, coolant, and reflector was later published by Carpenter [7], 
Also the British Spallation Neutron Source, later named ISIS 
came into being in late 1984. Concurrently, a study phase for the 
German Spallations Neutronen Quelle carried out within the 
period 1980-1985 [8] motivated a variety of experiments on 
TMR systems which were performed at several accelerator labora-
tories such as PSI, CERN or the Saturne accelerator at Saclay 
(France) which provided a rich variety of results which paved 
the way to current developments carried out at last generation 
sources. 
Maximization of the averaged neutron flux was soon identified 
as a must by a number of authors from Europe [9], the USA [10] 
and Japan [11]. An increase of intensity has thus been sought and 
found that it has oftentimes to be compromised against an 
adequate pulse structure in time, an issue that has lead to the 
quest for different arrangements depending upon the applications 
to be fed with such neutron pulses. 
The purpose of the present work concerns the exploration of 
the performance of a moderator concept which in a way relaxes 
the strict pulse shaping criteria used so far by comprising both 
thermal and cold contributions to its energy spectrum. In doing so 
it aims to maximize the time averaged flux, a fact that may be of 
relevance for some applications. Such a concept, known as a bi-
spectral moderator [1 ], has already been proven on a reactor source 
and it has also been already considered as an option for the ESS 
[2], although on a different design. The rationale behind such a 
construct, as schematically shown in Fig. 1 is to locate the neutron 
guides viewing parts of both cold and thermal moderators and in 
addition it is envisaged to employ materials such as Si wafers 
which are almost transparent to thermal neutrons to build those 
parts of the outgoing neutron guides facing the thermal modera-
tor. A supermirror coating can thus be built using such material to 
12 cm 
12 cm 
build those parts of the guides facing thermal neutrons so that its 
cut-off angle can be made to be proportional to the neutron 
wavelength and thus to provide some energy-selection of the 
outgoing thermal flux. It is thus the aim of this paper is to explore 
the optimum parameters for such a moderator to be used on the 
ESS long pulse source. 
With such configuration, thermal neutrons freely cross into the 
guide through the mirror, whereas cold neutrons are reflected and 
transmitted into the same guide with high efficiency. This config-
uration allows to combine the spectra from two different modera-
tors into the sample. As shown by Zendler [12], the transmission 
coefficient can reach up to 85% for 10 A neutrons and 95% for 
< 1 . 5 J 4 neutrons, yielding a significant advantage over conven-
tional extraction systems. 
The European Spallation Source (ESS) project aims to build a 
next generation, accelerator-driven neutron source. Its baseline 
parameters are listed in Table 1. One of its innovative features 
concerns the expected exploitation of such bi-spectral moderators. 
These moderators will provide two neutron spectra, one for the 
cold surface and another for the thermal surface, ideally showing 
two maxima, at energies ~1 Á and ~2.5A, arising from neutrons 
leaked from cold and cryogenic moderators. Notice that, since the 
cross-section of para-hydrogen drops sharply at low energies, cold 
neutrons will not be completely moderated. Also, and due to the 
relatively low thickness of the water extensions, the spectrum 
emerging from the thermal extensions will not be completely 
thermalized. This is in agreement with previous studies [13], 
The rationale behind such a moderator concept lies in the 
possibility for some instruments not requiring a fine selection of 
the incoming neutron energies to use both neutron spectra at the 
same time, thus leading to a significant enhancement in count 
rate, whereas instruments requiring higher resolution will view 
one of them only. 
The basic target concept today under consideration banks on 
the design efforts carried out within the ESS project [13] as well as 
in concepts developed for the SNQproject [15] and a second target 
station (STS) at the Spallation Neutron Source at the Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory (SNS-ORNL) [16]. In particular, the target 
design nowadays under extensive design studies consists of a 
wheel containing tungsten elements cooled by helium with an 
average density which can reach values as high as 95% of the 
tungsten density and is kept rotating in the horizontal plane. The 
diameter of the wheel is 2.5 m in order to reduce the average heat 
load over the target material and to spread the radiation damage 
over a larger volume. 
As it is well known from experience accumulated over the past 
four decades of operation of lower power spallation neutron 
sources, careful design of the systems aiming to reflect outgoing 
unmoderated or partially moderated neutrons as well as the 
moderators per se, are as critical for the final performance of the 
Table 1 
ESS baseline parameters as stated at the time of writing [14]. 
Fig. 1. A schematic drawing of the bi-spectral moderator concept. The proposal 
considers beam extraction by means of a twisted neutron guide comprising a Si-
wafer substrate. The guide part facing the thermal moderator behaves as an energy 
selector whereas the straight section is made of conventional neutron guide 
materials (see text). 
Parameter 
Average beam power 
Number of target stations 
Number of beam ports 
Number of moderators 
Separation of ports in degrees 
Proton kinetic energy 
Average macro-pulse current 
Macro-pulse length 
Pulse repetition rate 
Maximum gradient for superconducting linac 
Maximum linac length 
Operating hours/year 
Unit 
MW 
GeV 
mA 
ms 
Hz 
MVm- 1 
m 
h 
Value 
5 
1 
48 
2 
5 
2.5 
50 
2.86 
14 
40 
482.5 
5200 
installation as the neutron generating target as such. Here we present 
some calculation details pertaining the candidate moderators to be 
installed at the ESS target station. A basic moderator geometry as well 
as the optimum moderator material are selected on the basis of 
calculations described in the next section. An iterative optimization 
scheme is then applied to find optimal values of the main parameters. 
Finally some calculations are also reported on the sensitivity of the 
moderator performance to details of its molecular composition, 
namely the ortho-para ratio of a hydrogen moderator and also the 
usefulness of installing a cooled beryllium filter close to the moderator 
viewed surface is discussed. 
2. Methodology for moderator analysis 
The accelerator parameters listed in Table 1 impose severe 
constraints to the moderator configurations that need to be con-
sidered in detail. First, the final proton energy of 2.5 GeV precludes 
the use of any moderator configuration with a direct view of the 
target to prevent leaking out of large fast neutron backgrounds. This 
leaves the moderator WING configuration as the only one practic-
able, since implementation of other configurations such FLUX-TRAP 
becomes difficult to conceive for a rotating target. Second, the long 
proton pulses which are well in excess of the moderation time, 
preclude tailoring of the neutron time distribution by recourse to 
standard decoupling procedures to the moderator as done in already 
existing facilities. As the time distribution of neutrons is practically 
set by the pulse length, the moderator design should aim at 
maximization of the outgoing flux. To do so, a coupled moderator 
with a large volume appears as the best choice [17], 
Other considerations are also of relevance, particularly con-
cerning the moderator material and its precise location with 
respect to the target element. Solid methane, a widely used 
material for the purpose seems precluded since from previous 
experience [18] it is estimated that due to the expected radiation 
levels its life span would be of just of a few minutes. Liquid para-
hydrogen in turn, remains at the time of writing as the most 
promising material for the purpose. Also, because of the need to 
locate 48 beam ports 2 m away from the moderator, this forces the 
use of two wing moderators, each one with two 60° openings in 
the reflector. 
To proceed with the design, we have profited from experience 
gained at the Materials and Life Science Experimental Facility 
(MLSF) hosted by the KEK and JAEA within the J-PARC collabora-
tive project. There, a cold coupled para-hydrogen moderator is 
operative [19]. Also, studies carried out by F. Gallmeier for the 
Second Target Station project at the Spallation Neutron Source 
(STS-SNS) at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory [20] provided 
valuable data and insights for our purposes. 
From considerations explained above we have developed a 
geometrical design which consists of a cylindrical para-hydrogen 
moderator with a light water premoderator. The moderator 
viewed window is 12 cm high with a total viewed surface of 
144 cm2. Both the moderator and premoderator are coupled to a 
75 cm radius and height beryllium reflector cooled by heavy water 
in order to maximize the neutron flux. Finally, the target-mod-
erator-reflector system is surrounded by 4 m of iron shielding. 
In a bi-spectral system such as that depicted in Fig. 1, a neutron 
mirror is positioned 2 m away from the surface of the moderators, 
making an angle a to the normal of the moderator surface. This 
angle matches the critical angle for which cold and thermal 
moderator flux become of equal intensity, which corresponds to 
a cross-over wavelength Xv. In real numbers, for a neutron guide 
with m = 5, such angle is 1.175° [12]. As shown in Introduction, this 
system allows superior beam extraction efficiency. 
As already referred to above, the concept of bi-spectral extrac-
tion requires two viewed surfaces, cold and thermal, with as 
separation as small as possible between them. From a practical 
point of view, such a concept can be implemented on a cylindrical 
cold moderator by adding two 12 cm long light water extensions 
(Fig. 2) to the premoderator. Such extensions make up a viewed 
surface of 144 cm2 for the thermal spectrum. These elements 
slightly decrease the cold moderator brightness due to the reduc-
tion of the reflector volume around it. Nevertheless, and from a 
global point of view, the gain in thermal neutrons overweights 
this loss. 
Notice that, because of the relative position of the view 
windows with respect to the neutron beam, the thermal exten-
sions are not placed symmetrically with respect to the neutron 
production peak, and, therefore, they must be analyzed separately. 
As shown in Fig. 2, we shall name Thermal Moderator 1 as the 
surface placed further along the proton beam direction and 
Thermal Moderator 2 as the surface placed nearer. 
In order to proceed with the optimization, a parametric MCNPX 
model has been developed (Fig. 2A and B). The optimization of the 
different parameters has been carried out stepwise, changing one 
of the parameters and keeping the others constant. Changing 
values for the main parameters (moderator radius, moderator 
position and reflector size) leads to changes in brightness which 
are largely independent so that minimal differences at the final 
configuration could be found by changing the order of the 
optimization process. We have used MCNPX 2.7e, using the Intel 
Fortran Compiler and OpenMPI for parallelization. 
Regarding the employed nuclear cross-sections, the latest 
edition of the Los Alamos National Laboratory scattering kernel 
is used in this paper [21] together with the ENDEF-B/VII cross-
section libraries [22]. There are several isotopes for which proton 
cross-sections are not included in this data library. In such cases, 
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Fig. 2. The figure depicts the schematic model employed in calculations using 
MCNPX. The upper frame 2A shows a horizontal cross-section of the target-
reflector-moderators complex, showing the most relevant dimensions. The lower 
frame 2B shows some of the details pertaining the configuration of point detectors 
employed to monitor the neutron emission time distributions. 
TENDL-2010 [23] has been used. For high energy reactions (above 
20 MeV), the intranuclear cascade model CEM [24] is applied. 
Neutron emission time distributions have been evaluated by 
means of four point detectors located at positions shown in 
Fig. 2A. There are two detectors for thermal neutrons (TPD1 and 
TPD2) and another two for cold neutrons (CPD1 and CPD2), 
symmetrically positioned at 10 m from the moderator surfaces. 
Notice, however, that such detectors are not positioned symme-
trically with respect to the incoming proton beam and therefore, 
full symmetry of the outgoing neutron flux leaking from the 
moderator cannot be expected. The point detectors were enclosed 
within collimators to avoid indirect contributions. Neutron time-
of-flight from the moderator surface to the detector is subtracted 
in order to have the correct time distribution on the moderator 
surface [25], 
At this point, it is worth emphasizing that moderator perfor-
mance is sensitive to target configuration [26], which means that 
modifications in the target design could alter the results presented 
in this study. Nevertheless, the conclusions of previous studies 
have shown that the target selection should not be determined by 
neutronic optimization because differences between target 
concepts are not dramatic. Hence, the main conclusions of this 
document should remain valid for different target options. 
3. Optimization process for the moderator 
The model previously described has been used in a parametric 
optimization process. Within it, each of the system parameters has 
been systematically scrutinized, until an optimal configuration has 
been reached. A set of 10 variables have been taken into account, 
considering as the main figure of merit the cold neutron flux 
(< 5 meV) in the cold moderator surface. Nevertheless, the ther-
mal and cold flux (<431 meV) in the premoderator extensions 
have also been scored in order to analyze the evolution of thermal-
neutron brightness. Notice however that optimization has been 
carried out within a single-parameter space and therefore, the 
cross-interaction between parameters has not been quantified. 
The first parameters considered in the optimization are the 
radius of the cold moderator and the thickness of the water 
thermal extensions. Fig. 3 shows the dependence of the brightness 
of cold neutrons with the radius of the cold moderator. The graph 
depicts a broad maximum for values between 8.5 cm and 10 cm. In 
addition, varying the radius of the cold moderator does have an 
effect on the brightness of thermal neutron beams since it 
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translates into an increase of distance to the neutron production 
maximum. The selected value for the moderator radius was then 
set to 8 cm, which is not far from optimal values for cold neutron 
production, and somewhat mitigates the deleterious effect that 
larger values for the radius have on the thermal-neutron flux. 
As far as the water extensions are concerned, Fig. 4 shows the 
dependence of neutron brightness on the thicknesses of such 
extensions. A glance to the figure shows that brightness for 
thermal neutrons reach optimum values within the 1.6-2.85 cm 
interval while cold neutron fluxes are, as expected, unaffected. 
Further calculations were performed, and the thermal neutron 
spectra were analyzed for the two extreme values of the interval 
just quoted. The spectrum resulting from thicker extensions is 
slightly better thermalized, as shown in Fig. 5, and on such 
grounds a value of 2.85 cm was chosen as the optimal thickness. 
Fig. 6 shows the dependence of moderator brightness on the 
Z-axis position, or relative position between target and moderator, 
as measured by the horizontal displacement of the moderator 
center with respect to the point where the proton beam hits the 
target wheel. Notice that the positions of the thermal-moderator 
extensions are not symmetric with respect to the beam footprint 
over the target, which explains why their sensitivity to the relative 
position of moderator to target is not the same. For the cold 
moderator, maximal flux values are reached within an interval of 
8-12 cm. In contrast the thermal-neutrons extensions show a 
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Fig. 4. Neutron brightness as estimated by the two cold neutrons (CPD1, CPD2) and 
two thermal neutrons (TPD1, TPD2) point detectors for different values of the 
thickness of the water extensions. 
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Fig. 7. Dependence of the cold neutron brightness on the premoderator thicknesses. 
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Fig. 9. Dependence of thermal and cold neutron fluxes on the displacement of the 
moderators along the Y -axis. 
broad profile centered at 10 cm in one case and a continuous rise 
in the second. Choosing a distance of 10 cm between moderator 
and target thus shows a good balance between both thermal 
extensions. Regarding the cold moderator, locating it at 10 cm 
comes close enough to the maximum. 
The premoderator role is to decrease the energy of neutrons before 
entering the moderator. This results in an increase of the efficiency of 
the cold moderator and also, reduces the heat load. The energy 
spectrum of neutrons coming out from the target is different than 
the spectrum of those coming from the reflector, so the optimum 
thickness of the premoderator facing the target (premoderator 1) will 
be different from the optimal thickness of those facing the reflector 
(premoderators 2 and 3). Fig. 7 shows the dependence of cold neutron 
brightness on the premoderator dimensions. The results depicted in 
the figure show that, as far as the premoderator facing the target is 
concerned, there is a plateau between 1.5 cm and 2.5 cm values for the 
premoderator thickness. However, larger premoderators do have the 
advantage of lower heat generation, as shown in Fig. 8, and thus, while 
not offering an improvement in performance, they do lower the costs 
of the cryogenic system. In fact, a variation from 1.4 to 2.7 cm in 
premoderator 1 thickness allows a reduction of the average heat load 
in the cold moderator from 6800 to 5500 W. Therefore, on such 
grounds we have set the optimum thickness to 2.7 cm for the 
premoderator area facing the target. For the areas facing the reflector, 
the effect is very small, and the optimum is 1 cm. 
Finally, the Y -axis position, or relative position of the mod-
erator with respect to the beam center has also been optimized. If 
the position of the cold moderator is chosen to be symmetrically 
placed around the beam (Y=0), the thermal extensions are then 
placed far from the neutron production peak, decreasing their 
performance. Fig. 9 shows the cold and thermal neutron bright-
ness when changing the moderator displacement along the 
Y -axis. A small displacement of 5 cm in the negative Y -direction 
reduces cold neutron production by only 5%, while yielding a good 
balance between both thermal extensions. This balance between 
extensions could also be achieved by choosing a different angle 
between beam entrance and experimental windows. Nevertheless 
these angles are finally set by guide inserts feeding the instru-
ments as well as by rotating-target constraints. Taking into 
account the displacement in the beam direction and this normal 
displacement, the final position of the peak of neutron production 
is close to the area in between cold moderator and thermal 
extensions. 
4. Reflector material analysis 
The studies carried out at J-PARC [27] show that a reflector 
made of lead performs better than beryllium in short pulse 
operation if analyzed in terms of neutron pulse peak width and 
decay time but yields a lower time integrated flux. This conclusion 
could change with the ESS proton pulse parameters. In order to 
clarify this issue several materials have been taken into considera-
tion, which apart from lead are beryllium, light and heavy water. 
Iron is another possibility not examined here. 
The main nuclear properties of beryllium as a reflector material 
are its significant moderation capability, its very low threshold for 
(njcn) reactions, and a relative low capture cross-section. Light-
water in turn offers high moderating power, but on the other hand 
it has also a significant neutron absorption cross-section and very 
limited neutrons produced by {n,xn) reactions compared to Be. 
Lead has the advantage of its high density and its low absorption 
cross-section, but it does not moderate neutrons. Alternatively, 
heavy-water provides low neutron absorption and significant 
moderation but, as a drawback, it has very few neutrons produced 
by (njcn) reactions compared to Be. 
In order to assess the performance of candidate reflector 
materials, an optimization of the radius and height parameters 
has been performed for each one of them. The results are 
qualitatively in line with what could be expected according to 
the previous paragraph. The optimum radius and height found for 
the cylindrical shape reflectors are equal, as the problem is quite 
isotropic around the moderator, and their values are: 30 cm for 
light water, 75 cm for lead, 65 cm for the heavy water and 75 cm 
for beryllium. Based on the optimal dimensions for each material, 
a pulse shape analysis is summarized in Table 2. 
The signal considered here corresponds to the integral value up 
to the proton pulse length (2.857 ms) and the tail is the integral 
from the end of the proton pulse to the end of the simulation time. 
The signal value shows that the beryllium reflector has a perfor-
mance around 10% better than the lead reflector, but the tail 
distribution is significantly longer. As an additional way to mea-
sure the pulse shape, the table shows the time required for each 
pulse to drop to 50% and 10% of the peak value. Using a beryllium 
reflector, the pulse decays much slower than using lead or water, 
and it will take twice longer to decrease down to 10% of the 
peak value. 
5. Sensitivity to ortho/para ratio 
Hydrogen molecules within their vibrational ground state exist 
in different quantum states which arise from complete quantiza-
tion of the rotational wavefunction. The rotational ground state 
corresponds to para-hydrogen which corresponds to a singlet 
configuration with total nuclear spin 1 = 0 for its ground state 
and even values for its rotationally excited levels. On the other 
hand, the triplet ortho-hydrogen has 1 = 1 and odd values for its 
rotational levels. At temperatures of about 20 K, 99.9% of a 
hydrogen sample in thermal equilibrium will correspond to 
para-H2. A transition para ->ortho-H 2 can be induced by the 
neutron magnetic moment provided that its energy exceeds the 
14.5 meV of such a spectroscopic rotational transition. For a 
spallation source, these two states present a critical difference in 
their function as a moderator: for neutron energies below 
approximately 10 meV, the para-hydrogen cross-section is unu-
sually low, almost two orders of magnitude lower than ortho-
hydrogen cross-section, which follows a more conventional ~l /v 
pattern [28]. This means that the concentration ratio of these 
states can have a large impact on cold neutron brightness, and 
therefore the ratio of para/ortho needs to be critically assessed. 
At the cryogenic temperatures projected for ESS (18-25 K), the 
composition in thermal equilibrium is less than 1% ortho-hydro-
gen, but irradiation conditions do significantly increase this figure. 
Catalyst systems, in turn, can convert ortho-hydrogen back to 
para-hydrogen. While at the operation temperatures considered, 
hydrogen spontaneously turns back to the para-hydrogen state, 
the process which involves molecular collision energy-transfers is 
extremely slow without the use of catalysts [29]. So far, there is 
still no estimation of expected ortho/para ratios at ESS, so the 
effect of ortho-hydrogen concentration up to 75%, which is the 
percentage corresponding to normal hydrogen, is explored, in 
order to estimate the potential effects of ortho-hydrogen presence. 
Using the geometry described in previous paragraphs, simula-
tions were performed with different moderator compositions, 
particularly with increasing concentration of ortho-hydrogen. 
Table 3 summarizes the results, using the same metrics as those 
employed in the previous section. Increasing the ortho-hydrogen 
concentration slightly reduces the signal to noise ratio (around 2% 
per 5% of ortho-hydrogen), and slightly increases decay time. This 
means that not only the brightness is reduced by significant 
concentrations of ortho-hydrogen, but also the pulse quality 
deteriorates, so that a catalysis system to ensure a concentration 
of para-hydrogen as close as possible to its equilibrium value will 
be required. These results are also in agreement with those 
obtained by other researchers [30], 
6. Beryllium filter 
Metallic Beryllium if cooled below 80 K is almost transparent to 
neutrons with energies below 5 meV. This effect could be 
exploited to increase the moderator performance by covering the 
cold neutron transport lines with cold beryllium, in the same way 
as done at Los Alamos Neutron Source [31 ]. This system will reflect 
Table 3 
Neutronic performance for moderators composed of different ortho-hydrogen 
concentrations. Notice that while under equilibrium conditions and temperatures 
expected to operate, liquid hydrogen contains a fraction below 1% of the 
rotationally excited ortho species, the composition right after condensation from 
room-temperature gas contains about 25% of such species. 
Parameter Pure para 10% Ortho 25% Ortho 75% Ortho 
Signal (n/cm2-eV-sr-MW) 2.54 > 
Tail (n/cm2-eV-sr-MW) 3.66; 
Ratio 6.94 
Decay time to 50% (fis) 180 
101J 
10" 
2.31 x 1012 
3.44 x 1012 
6.7 
200 
1.99 x 1013 
3.07 x 1012 
6.49 
210 
1.50 x 101 
2.49 x 10 
6.01 
230 
Decay time to 10% (fis) 890 900 930 1010 
Table 2 
Neutron pulse shape metrics for the different reflector materials with optimal size. 
Parameter Be Pb D20 H20 
Peak (n/cm2-MW-A-sr-s) 
Signal (n/cm2-MW-A-sr) 
Tail (n/cm2-MW-A-sr) 
Signal to tail ratio 
Time to 50% decrease (fis) 
Time to 10% decrease (¿is) 
1.92 x 101 
4.72 x 1011 
8.25 x 109 
5.72 
180 
1050 
1.76 x 101 
4.66 x 101( 
3.59 x 109 
13.0 
130 
410 
1.53 x 101 
3.76 x 10" 
6.63 x 109 
5.67 
170 
1070 
1.18 x 10 
3.1 x 1010 
2.85 x 10: 
10.8 
160 
520 
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Fig. 10. Beryllium filter geometry considering a filter width of 11 cm. 
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Fig. 11. The effect of the thickness of the beryllium filter on the neutron beam 
brightness for cold neutrons having energies less than 5 meV and beams with 
energies below 400 meV. 
geometrical effect could be partially avoided if part of the instru-
ments were allowed to see only cold neutrons. However, design 
restrictions at the time of writing discard this possibility, leading 
to a 60% decrease in estimated thermal performance. 
In summary, a beryllium filter will result in an increase of cold 
neutron production from the bi-spectral moderator by 12% at the 
expense of a 50% decrease of thermal neutrons. Hence, a beryllium 
filter is discarded for this preliminary analysis. Nevertheless, it 
merits to be considered for those neutron lines where the use of 
the bi-spectral moderator is not foreseen. 
7. Discussion 
The results of the calculations reported here show that a para-
hydrogen moderator is the best choice on the grounds of moder-
ating efficiency, good temperature homogeneity and the absence 
of large radiation damage effects to implement the bi-spectral 
concept. 
The proposed concept for a bi-spectral moderator consists, 
apart from the thermal moderator, of a moderator structure 
comprising a cylindrical, main cold moderator body plus two 
12 cm long light water extensions to the premoderator as shown 
in Fig. 2. Such an arrangement provides a viewed surface of the 
thermal spectrum of some 144 cm2. Addition of such light-water 
extensions leads to a small decrease of brightness for the cold 
moderator due to a reduction of the reflector volume around it. 
Such an effect is however compensated by the 10-fold gain 
achieved in thermal neutrons flux. 
Considering the bi-spectral configuration described on previous 
paragraphs a complete evaluation of the pulse shape for the ESS 
cold moderator has been performed. Fig. 12 shows the pulse 
shapes on the cold moderator surface for different wavelengths 
and Fig. 13 shows cold and thermal neutron spectra on the 
moderator surfaces for the bi-spectral moderator. 
As emphasized several times in the relevant literature [34] a 
comparison of the expected ESS performance with that of the 
reactor at the ILL cannot sensibly be made using a single figure of 
merit, since chosen parameters such as the time-averaged total 
flux or the peak flux can be grossly misleading if used alone. In 
fact, while in terms of time averaged source brightness figures 
typical of the ILL of 450 x 1010 n/cm2 s sr A, which surely outdo the 
figure expected for ESS, the peak fast neutron production of the 
latter will surely exceed the reactor average value by two orders of 
magnitude. At any rate, any meaningful comparison would have to 
consider the performance of both pulsed and reactor sources at a 
given wavelength. With such provisos in mind we show in Fig. 13 a 
thermal and fast neutrons back into the moderator, while allowing 
neutrons within the cold range to pass through, increasing 
neutron flux over the moderator. However, cold beryllium will 
have a significant cross-section for thermal neutrons, and there-
fore, thermal extensions have to be placed in the border of the 
filter as it is shown in Fig. 10 in order to keep the filter out of the 
path of thermal neutrons. Doing so, however, will cause the 
thermal extensions to be displaced from the neutron production 
maximum, reducing their performance. 
Fig. 11 shows the effect of the filter on the cold and thermal 
surfaces based on the scattering kernels for cold beryllium 
provided by G. Muhrer [32]. For the cold moderator, a continuous 
increase of the flux up to a plateau is observed. This plateau is 
about 12% higher than the reference value without a filter, and it is 
reached at 20 cm thickness. At the same time, a continuous 
decrease of the thermal performance is observed due to the 
displacement introduced by the filter to the extensions. This 
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The summary analysis of options concerning reflector materials 
shows that beryllium is the best choice since it maximizes neutron 
production. However, use of a beryllium filter as tested at 
installations like LANSCE does not seem advisable for those 
extraction lines feeding high resolution instruments, since the 
significant loss of thermal flux is not at all compensated by the 
gain in cold neutron brightness. Notice however that most of the 
high-resolution instruments which will view the cold moderator 
will surely benefit from such a filter device. 
As regards the optimal choice of a moderator material to 
provide cold neutrons, para-hydrogen seems, at the time of 
writing, the best. Its efficient performance however requires to 
keep the ortho-hydrogen concentration as low as possible so that a 
catalysis system to relax the rotationally excited hydrogen mole-
cules to the ground state will be required. 
Fig. 13. The upper frame shows the expected peak neutron flux for ESS (14 Hz @ 
2.857 ms @ 5 MW) compared to the time averaged figure measured at the ILL [33]. 
The lower frame compares the average neutron flux expected for ESS (14 Hz @ 
2.857 ms @ 5 MW) compared to the same quantity as measured at the ILL [33]. 
comparison of the expected performance of ESS as measured by its 
peak neutron flux to the time average flux of the ILL reactor [35], as 
well as the time averaged source brightness of both facilities. The 
relevant issue of such a comparison concerns the expectation of large 
numbers of long wavelength (i.e. greater than 6 Á) neutrons coming 
out of the pulsed source, which favorably compares to those resulting 
from the ILL cold deuterium moderator. 
8. Summary 
As final conclusions from the analysis carried out concerning 
the geometrical variables that configure the source, we have made 
some compromises to keep a reasonable balance between thermal 
and cold neutron performance. Also, some of the parameters, 
while having scant influence on the neutronics, do have an effect 
on heat generation, and therefore this aspect had to be considered 
in sufficient detail in the optimization of some of them. 
To the best of our knowledge, para-hydrogen appears as the 
best cold moderator materials, both on neutronics and engineering 
grounds. On the other hand, as far as the thermal moderator is 
concerned, the proposed thermal extensions cause a small loss of 
cold brightness, but the 10-fold increase in thermal flux produced 
as a result of their explicit inclusion, overweights this loss and 
results in a more useful source. 
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